gq oiaexir
When people of a xvg join together in an zexivg aexir they must
not be citwn on each other with regards to the eating of the
eaxir, as the whole point of the aexir is to join together as one,
thus turning the xvg into a joint private property. If one person
who joined in the aexir is citwn on others taking from the aexir,
then the aexir ceases to be effective.
Food kept for storage may be used in an aexir even though
initially the food was stored not with intent to use it as an aexir.
If a person dies inside a house with many entrances, while the
entrances are closed, they are all `nh. As soon as one is opened
with intent to remove the body through that entrance, only that
entrance is `nh while the other ones become xedh.
If one person, or one xvg in a iean, did not join in the aexir, this
prevents the other members of the xvg or iean from using their
aexir. This person or xvg is, however, allowed to be lhan their
area, enabling the others to carry (though not from their property
as that remains xeq`). It is xzen to first be lhan the one area
(either house or xvg), then after the other people in the iean/xvg
carried what they needed, the person/xvg whose area was lhan
is able to carry by the other people being lhan their area. If it is
only one person who forgot to join in the aexir, this is not
necessary, as this person then becomes like a guest and may also
carry from the other residences to the xvg. But in the case of a
xvg not joining in, or where there were only two houses in the

xvg, or any other case where there was more than a cigi who
forgot, this procedure is needed in order to enable everyone to
carry the things they need.
One who lives with a iwecv in a xvg, the iwecv must be lhan his
zeyx and cannot join in the aexir as he does not believe in it. The
dxexa dpyn writes that although there are no miwecv anymore,
there are certainly still groups that deny the dxez and are llgn
`iqdxta zay, in which case these people are considered as mpi`
micedi (and only renting from them would be effective as their
lehia does not work).

